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  Why LinkedIn? 
 

Simples! 

 

Because it’s the Heavyweight Champion Of The World Decision Maker directory! 

 

Chances are that your key prospects are on LinkedIn or those that have influence in the decision 

making process are on LinkedIn. The ideal scenario is for you to get “on the radar” of these people 

before engaging with them whether it be the posts or articles that you send out or via conversations 

in the groups. 

 

LinkedIn is also great for analysing a company and the people who are in that company for potential 

decision makers and influencers. You can then map out a plan! 

 

It’s a lot easier to make a “warm call” like this: 

 

YOU: “Hi, can I speak with James please?” 

 

GATEKEEPER: “Can I ask who is calling?” 

 

YOU: “Yes, sure. It’s Sean. We’ve just been chatting on LinkedIn and I thought it would 

be easier if we spoke...” 

 

Rather than the normal bog standard “freezing cold call” 

 

YOU: “Hi, can I speak with James please?” 

 

GATEKEEPER: “Can I ask who is calling?” 

 

YOU: “It’s Sean McPheat from MTD”  

 

GATEKEEPER: “And what’s the call in connection with?” 

 

Blah blah blah! 

 

So, how can you use LinkedIn to your advantage? Remember it’s not only used for prospecting you 

know! You can use it for research and also for personal branding too. Calling prospects after you 

have had some engagement on LinkedIn is a lot more productive than shooting fish in a barrel and if 

your prospects and clients snoop up on you via LinkedIn then you’ll want to have a killer profile with 

some compelling information. 

 

So let’s take a look at some LinkedIn fundamentals that will take you from “pure novice” to at least 

having some level of understanding so you can take advantage of this unique tool that will only help 

you to close more deals. 

 

Enjoy the report! 

 

Sean  
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         What is LinkedIn? 
 

LinkedIn is a social networking platform which focuses on business professionals, allowing users to 

network, publicise job openings, answer questions, generate discussions and build thought 

leadership through sharing content and news about a wide variety of different industries and sectors 

of the professional world.  

 

So what makes LinkedIn different from other social media sites?  

 

Well, the whole purpose of LinkedIn is to connect, network and engage with other professionals with 

business in mind.  

 

LinkedIn users have a professional profile, which is a lot like their CV, detailing their current and 

past employment, their education and their achievements.  

 

The site focuses on connecting professionals to one another and encouraging them to share their 

content, comments and advice with others for mutual benefit. 

 

Here are some facts and figures about LinkedIn for you, which should help you to better understand 

the benefits of the platform: 

 

 2 new members join LinkedIn every second – LinkedIn Press Centre 

 

 59% of active social media users rate LinkedIn as their number one platform of 

choice – Performics 

 

 80% of companies use LinkedIn as a recruitment tool - SysComm International 

 

 3 out 4 members use LinkedIn strictly for acquiring business news and 

interactions– Quantcast 

 

 Over 40% of LinkedIn’s users work in companies with more than 10,000 employees 

– LinkedIn Ads 

 

 Nearly 50% of the LinkedIn members are in a decision maker role (such as 

Manager, Director, Owner, Chief Officer or Vice President) – LinkedIn Ads 

 

Using LinkedIn on a daily basis is very much like having your own year-long trade show or exhibition, 

where you are constantly displaying your wares and showcasing your ability…which makes it the 

perfect business tool to help you increase your sales and keep your pipeline brimming.  
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Create Your LinkedIn Profile 
 

So, you've heard of LinkedIn, you understand its purpose and you might even have a LinkedIn 

account already, but right now it’s just sitting there gathering dust simply because you don't know 

what to do with it! 

 

Well, let’s start at the beginning by creating a successful and fully effective LinkedIn Profile to 

showcase and promote yourself and your business on the platform.  

 

Follow these 7 simple steps to create a winning LinkedIn Profile: 

 

1. Include your full name and a professional image 

 

No nicknames or holiday snaps allowed! Using your full name allows people to find you 

easily on the site, and including a photo ensures that people recognise that your profile is 

active, as profiles without a picture are rarely viewed.  

 

 

2. Optimise your professional headline 

 

The default headline which LinkedIn will generate for you uses your current position in your 

current company, simply saying something like “Sales Consultant at ABC Printers” – but this 

is unlikely ensure you appear in the platform’s search results for the right keywords. 

 

Your professional headline should be a one line power house of a biography, which explains 

in good detail but in few words exactly what your company does, your role within the 

company and most importantly what you and your company can do for your prospects. 

 

So instead of this:  

 

 
 

Try this:  

 

 
 

By optimising your professional headline in this way will increase your chances of being 

found by the right people for the right terms.  
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3. Add your employment history 

 

Just as you should on your CV, it’s important to detail the positions and companies you’ve 

worked in during your career to validate yourself as an individual and showcase your 

experience as a professional.  

 

Add these details to the “Experience” section of your profile, and just use your most senior 

position in each company if you have had several within the one business. If your company 

appears in the drop down menu when you type it in then select the drop down version to 

ensure you are listed under your company page as an employee.  

 

4. Customise your website URLs 

 

LinkedIn gives you three golden opportunities to link out to your own webpages so choose 

carefully. So many people have either “Company Website” or “Personal Blog” on their 

profile, but this does nothing to encourage viewers to click out to one of your sites, so make 

sure you customise these to give the viewer an incentive to visit them. 

 

So instead of this: 

 

 
 

Try this: 

 

 
 

 

It is wise to link out to three of your best lead generation pages, where you are offering 

free audios, or a free report which they can sign up for, as once you get them on your site 

you want to get them on your list. 
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5. Add your Twitter account 

 

Adding your Twitter account is a great way to encourage people who view your profile to 

also follow you on your other social platforms.  

 

It’s also a good idea to share some Tweets on your LinkedIn profile, as it does help make 

your profile more personable – but ensure that these tweets are still relevant to the 

platform and the people you are interacting with. (PS I’m not a big fan of auto connecting 

your Twitter and LinkedIn accounts so all of your tweets show on your LinkedIn profile) 

 

6. Personalise your LinkedIn URL 

 

Creating a personalised LinkedIn URL which includes your name makes your profile look 

professional, and it makes it easy for people to find you on LinkedIn without you having to 

send them a longwinded link. 

 

7. Ask for recommendations 

 

As with your CV, it is gain recommendations or testimonials of yourself as a person and 

your skills as a professional, to help those who view your profile get to know you better 

based on how other people perceive you.  

 

When asking for recommendations, make sure you include some specific details about the 

work you completed to give your recommender something to work with. You want a glowing 

review, not a few basic lines of “This person did a good job”.  
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Generating Leads Through LinkedIn 
 

So, you’ve now built yourself a fantastic profile and have started to connect with current and past 

colleagues, clients and classmates – so where do you go from here? 

 

Well, like any sales professional your constant focus is on generating qualified leads for yourself and 

your business, and LinkedIn is a gold mine of potential leads and new business opportunities…if you 

know how to use it.  

 

The way I view LinkedIn is as the biggest and best DECISION MAKER SEARCH ENGINE the world 

has ever seen! LinkedIn is 100% searchable, and that right there is the real beauty of the site, as 

hundreds of thousands of potential leads are waiting at your fingertips – you just need to know how 

to find and connect with them.  

 

Through a quick search of keywords you can find those key decision makers at the big companies 

you are interested in approaching, find out where they are spending their time and what they are 

interested in – all you have to do is reach out to them and make that initial contact.  

 

So exactly how do you prospect and generate leads through LinkedIn? 

 

Using LinkedIn As A Prospect Search Engine 

 

The first thing you need to do is compile a list of keywords related to both your business and the 

people you are looking to connect with. You can search on keywords related to an industry or job 

titles.  

 

 
 

This could be Senior Buyers, Purchasing Managers etc of companies in a specific industry, both 

worldwide and in the UK, by a specific region, who have 50 or more staff within their company. You 

can be as general or specific as you want with these searches, meaning that you can target exactly 

the right type of LinkedIn members who you believe would be interested in your products and 

services.  

 

A very basic element of LinkedIn is the ability to research not only individual people, but also to 

research who works for each company – so that you can find the right contact to connect with, 

rather trying to chase a lead through a member who will not be the key decision maker further down 

the line.  
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Prospecting On LinkedIn Through Your Connections 
 

Most sales professionals and business owners are only aware of their first degree connections. These 

are the people that you probably already knew before LinkedIn, but these connections might not be 

potential prospects for you, so how can you get to the key decision makers who you really want to 

engage with? 

 

The real gold which LinkedIn has to offer (more than any other social networking site) is the ability 

to be introduced to key decision makers you may otherwise not be able to reach. It quite literally is 

a prospecting power tool...in the right hands.  

 

The real value in the site doesn’t necessarily come from who you are connected to, but who your 

connections are connected to – and the great thing about LinkedIn is that it doesn’t just show your 

own network, it also shows you your network’s network. In fact, LinkedIn even shows you how you 

are connected to these prospects so that you can ask for an introduction from your shared 

connection in order to make that first contact. 

 

 
 

Say for instance you are already connected to the Sales Manager of particular company, but the 

connection you’re really interested in is the Sales Director of the same company who they are 

already connected to.  

 

By building up a solid relationship with your current connection - giving them good advice, offering 

solutions to their problems or suggesting interesting content that may help them - you can then ask 

them with confidence to recommend you as a connection to the key decision maker you are keen to 

network with. After all, you’ve proved to be a good connection to them so why would they not 

consider recommending you to their colleagues? 

 

But it goes further than that. Whilst asking for a recommendation to connect on the LinkedIn 

platform is a start, what you really want is to get to talk to this key decision maker outside of the 

site, via email or on the phone.  
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If you have a new product or an interesting whitepaper you feel would really benefit the Sales 

Director of the company, email or call your first degree connection and speak to them directly about 

what you have to offer them and the company, and then either ask to speak to their Sales Director 

directly or set an appointment where you can meet with them both to discuss things further.  

 

If you have a good relationship with your first degree connection you will find it much easier getting 

them to pass you on to their superiors or setting an appointment with them – you are literally 

bypassing the gatekeeper and getting right into the heart of the company.   

 

This is the gold on offer through the LinkedIn platform, and by putting in the time and effort with 

your current connections you could soon find yourself being recommended to the key decision 

makers you are looking to work with – an opportunity you may not otherwise get.  

 

 

Using LinkedIn Groups To Network And Engage With Key Decision Makers 

 

LinkedIn is brimming with key decision makers so how can you delve into this network and engage 

with them on a one-to-one level?  

 

Well, a great way to gain direct contact with these desired connections is to strike up a conversation 

with them in one of the many LinkedIn groups that the platform has to offer. 

 

The chances are that you will already be connected to some of these key decision makers through 

your current groups, but you can also research which groups these ideal contacts are members of 

simply by visiting their profile.  

 

Here you will find a list of all the groups they are involved with, so it’s wise to go in to a few of these 

and see which ones they are the most active in – as most people will join lots of groups but may 

only contribute regularly within a certain few, so seek these out.  

 

 
 

Once you have found out where your key contacts are hanging out on LinkedIn, you can then enter 

the discussion and strike up conversation with them by commenting on their recent posts or starting 

a relevant discussion of your own which you feel they would be likely to interact with. 
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The key to being successful when prospecting and networking via the LinkedIn groups is to be 

genuine with your interactions and contribute useful content – without turning everything you say 

into a sales pitch. By all means share your blog posts and link to your webpages in your responses, 

but only if this adds real value to the discussion.  

 

Once you have gained a decent level of interaction with these key decision makers, and offered 

plenty of friendly and free advice (without trying to sell them anything straight away) you can then 

send them an invitation to connect with your personally.  

 

Better still, you could contact them directly by email or on the phone to see if they would like you to 

send over your latest whitepaper or pop into their office for a chat about how you could help them in 

their business.  

 

Certain groups even organise networking events for their members, so if you find out one of your 

key decision makers is attending one of these get-togethers then why not offer to meet them there, 

and turn your online networking into a face-to-face interaction.  

 

Networking and engaging with your desired prospects in this way is non-threatening and is likely to 

yield a better response than spamming them with emails or trying to cold call, so make the most of 

your LinkedIn groups and show these contacts why they should want you as a contact.  

 

 

Generating Leads Through The LinkedIn Answers Platform 
 

LinkedIn Answers gives members the opportunity to ask and answer business related questions, 

meaning that you can really get to the bare bones of what your prospects think about aspects of 

your company and the products and services you provide.  

 

 
 

LinkedIn Answers has the potential to give you direct feedback on your business by those whose 

opinions you value most, as well as being a very useful tool for positioning and branding.  

 

The majority of people you encounter on the LinkedIn Answers platform are looking for advice, so 

this is a great chance for you to showcase your knowledge and abilities as an industry expert and 

sales authority.  
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Generating Leads Through LinkedIn Applications 
 

The applications area on LinkedIn is full of interesting apps which will improve the experience of all 

those who view you LinkedIn profile. 

 

You can add a Wordpress Blog app which allows you to host your company blog roll on your profile, 

so that visitors to your profile can read a brief snippet of your most recent blog posts and click 

through to your own blog site from your profile. This is great for positioning and building your 

personal brand – as well as helping to drive traffic to your own site from the LinkedIn platform.  

 

The Amazon Reading List app is also great for positioning, as this allows you to share a list of which 

business books or industry manuals you are currently reading or have a keen interest in – which all 

goes towards building your image as an industry expert.  

 

It’s also a good idea to add the Slideshare app, which allows you to upload and share any 

presentations you have to LinkedIn. This again builds your branding, positions you as a leading 

authority in your field and helps you to distribute your content in different ways.     

 
 

Little Known Tips About LinkedIn 

 

Now that you’ve gotten to grips with all that LinkedIn has to offer you as a sales tool, I thought I’d 

leave you with a few little known tips to help you get the most out of the platform.  

 

When prospecting on LinkedIn via the search function, you can save 3 searches so that 

you have all of this information on file for future use. When you search by company, 

job description or industry you will see a “save this search” button, and these searches 

can then be emailed to you on weekly basis with new updates for these results.   

 

You can export your LinkedIn contacts into your own online address book. Simply go to 

“Contacts”, “Connections” and at the bottom you will find the “Export Connections” 

option, where you can export these contacts into your Outlook or Salesforce accounts.  

 

The Slideshare app is also great for hosting a promotional video on your profile. You 

can upload a Youtube video straight to the app, or embed your own video in the 

slideshow and play it that way. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tip 

Tip 

Tip 
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Want Further Information About Using LinkedIn?  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 1-Day Workshop Where You Will Learn... 

 

How To Build A Killer Profile, How To Develop  

An Influential Network & How To Prospect,  

Hunt Out & Engage With Your Decision  

Makers To Create More Sales Opportunities 
 

Course Overview: 

You've definitely heard of LinkedIn, you might even have a LinkedIn account and you've heard of the 

benefits and the power that LinkedIn can provide you in terms of prospecting and selling....but your 

LinkedIn account is just sitting there gathering dust simply because you don't know what to do with 

it! 

This 1-day workshop is for Sales Professionals who want to harness and tap into the potential 

goldmine of prospecting resources and additional sales opportunities that LinkedIn has to offer. 

With a killer profile and the right approach to hunt out, prospect and engage with your target market 

then will you will maximizing your prospecting time. 

 

Who will benefit from the course? 

 Field sales people  

 Business to business sales people  

 Business owners  

 Client relationship managers 

 Account managers 

 Business development managers 

 Commercial managers 

 

With the help of this course delegates will be able to: 

 Learn how to make your profile stand out from the crowd and one that attracts your target market 

 Learn how to hunt out and search for the key decision makers that you want to contact 

 Learn how to prospect in particular organisations 

 Learn how to increase your own network quickly and effectively 

 Learn how to create more sales opportunities through the power of LinkedIn 
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Course Agenda 

 

Overview  

 

 Objectives For Today  

 The Evolution Of Selling & Where LinkedIn Fits In 

 Where Are We Today? 

 What Has Changed In The World Of Selling? 

  

Making Your Profile Stand Out  

 

 Why use LinkedIn?  

 Maximising Your Profile  

 Be Easy to Find and Engage with Through Personal Branding  

 How to Get to The Top on The LinkedIn Search Engine  

  

Prospecting Through LinkedIn  

 

 LinkedIn – the best decision maker search engine ever invented!  

 How to Find the Decision Makers on LinkedIn  

 How to Communicate with Your Network  

 Maximising the Use of Lead Generation Tools  

 How to Find New Customers  

 How to Search Companies for the Right People  

  

Building Your Network  

 

 The Value of Networking  

 Generating Business Through Networking  

 Using Contacts to Build Contacts  

  

Create More Sales Opportunities  

 

 Joining and Building Groups  

 How to Manage a Group  

 How Your Contacts Can Help You Get More Contacts  

 Using LinkedIn Tools to Dig Deep and Uncover New Opportunities  

 Using LinkedIn Answers to Raise Your Credibility  

 How to Follow Companies of Interest to You  

 How to Use Advanced Searches to Build Your Network  

 Should I Upgrade, and if so, To What Level?  

 

Making It Real  

If you want to bring your laptops with you then please do as you can connect to our WiFi and change 

your profile and prospect as we go along. 

If you do not have a laptop then do not worry as we will be doing LIVE simulations using accounts on 

the big screen as well. 

 

Get In Touch 
 

Tel:    0800 849 6732 

Web:    www.mtdlinkedin.com 

Email:   enquiries@mtdsalestraining.com 

 


